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Comments: This proposal is what gives access to this countries wild area's left for commercial investments and

gdp. As all life is dependent on environment so is old growth tree's. Here is the dilemma, "seeing the forest for

the tree's" can be used. Old growth tree needs old growth forest habitat.

 

 

 

Human interests destroys natural systems that are so much bigger and more important than anything human.

Economy the human idea is not the only way to live the life we are given. In the words of the late great Bill Hicks,

"quit putting a dollar sign on everything on the (f'n) planet."

 

 

 

It is way past time to STOP accommodating for human ideas compromising what is alive and important

relationship to equal quality for all life. Protect and learn from what is the ultimate perfectly eternal design in a

living world, providing quality living for all life, not kill it. As we kill the trees, plant the corn, create energy, provide

for GDP, keep jobs(enslaving) humans are killing forests, rivers, mountains, oceans, air, and not looking at the

reality beyond economics.

 

 

 

Protection of old growth ARE protections for old growth HABITAT not just individual trees. Protections for old

growth can't include room for 'current cultural/societal needs/interests'. This proposal now is same blue print that

has already destroyed. habitaat areas from the beginning of commercial logging and the gdp. aka... New area is

now being drooled over as areas are going low on supply to maintain gdp.

 

 

 

All these plans are made in advance by decades. Also why WSA established to appease the worried/protection

for investment futures/the political not for all life dependent on leaving them alone.( This is why first peoples

bands for 'wild fire practices' promotions are now used for new roads for prescribed burns, more parking area,

court time, regulation old growth is recognized by tree size (fu), $ going to old growth 'research' (gdp, investors,

law and contract are blatant allowances for roads, more encroachment, more profit somewhere. 'Way it always

was.'

 

 

 

Now is past time for a blanket protection FROM human encroachment in any way, with a blanket cover for all

area left. The extreme has met the extreme. just say no.??Humans do not do nature best. Nature does nature

best. We need more protected area not less. ??A tree in a forest left to its life cycle takes over a thousand years

to replace itself.

 

 

 

Leave areas left on the planet alone not exploited not exploited. This is well within any budget that matters.

 

 



 

Humans are the invasive species it is turning out. Protect from that.


